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MARKETING METHODS AND CAPABILITIES 

By choosing to work with us on your property sale you are partnering with a company who bring a wealth of experience, professionalism, teamwork and technology to 
each unique project. As part of our service we can create and distribute premium marketing materials and information to ensure that your property is presented to the 
highest possible standards and ensure that the opportunities for achieving a successful sale are maximised.


01789 722 500

info@mcs.properties

www.mcs.properties

WHAT WE DO


Aerial “Drone” videos


Ground based videos


Architectural photography


Full colour floor plans 


Single property websites

Floor plans


Premium printed brochures


3D Walkthroughs


Computer generated imagery (CGI)

Est. 2007

The information on these pages should help to provide an idea of the marketing material that we 
create and the type of projects that we are involved with.


All people shown in these images are our own team at work, and all properties featured (with the 
exception of CGI and 3D walkthroughs) have been marketed and sold by MCS in recent years.
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PHOTOGRAPHY 
A selection of high quality photographs are essential to showcase any premium property or product........


 


Residential property marketing is 
our primary role, however we have 
also provided marketing material for 
commercial buildings and luxury 
motor yachts.


All our photographers are highly experienced in architectural and product 
photography and have the knowledge and equipment to capture a 
property in stunning detail. Images can be produced or edited to any size 
and aspect ratio.

High resolution images produced by MCS are used for printed presentation in our brochures, as well as 
digital distribution via websites. Here is a small ‘behind the scenes’ look at our team at work….. 
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VIDEO CREATION 

We provide the expertise and equipment to capture 
stunning video from drones and other versatile 
platforms.......

This is the DJI Inspire, the smallest drone 
that we use. It’s bristling with technology, 
can reach speeds of up to 50mph and its 
built in camera shoots HD or 4K video with a 
360 degree rotation. Subject to available 
space and safety assessment we can fly this 
aircraft inside a building or even at sea from 
the deck of a boat............opening up a 
whole new perspective.

All our drones are operated by a two man team, the pilot who flies the 
aircraft and the camera operator who captures each scene during the flight.

Below we are using the Panasonic Lumix GH4 on a 
property shoot. This is an outstanding stills 
photography and video camera combined, able to 
create video in full HD with the additional capability 
to shoot in 4K if required. We use this camera to 
capture internal or ground based video, or it can also 
be mounted on a heady lift drone if needed for aerial 
footage.

MCS have created professional video 
marketing footage not only for for numerous 
property sales but also for marine marketing, 
television shows, corporate video, and private 
commissions.

We shoot internal and ground based video using 
advanced technology digital video cameras 
mounted on hand held gimbal rigs, slider rails or 
dolly tracks for maximum stability and 
smoothness. 

External aerial footage is shot from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s), commonly known as drones. 


A camera mounted on a drone provides a unique perspective, either from low level flight across land or 
water, or high level flight showing the subject relative to nearby land, properties or settlements.

The aim of the finished video is to provide the viewer with a unique snapshot of the subject property which is 
accessible via an internet link or dedicated webpage.


This can provide invaluable assistance for those who may be based some distance away or unable to easily view 
in person.
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VIDEO HOSTING AND DISTRIBUTION 
The creation of a video is only the first part of the process..........


In the property marketing sector we have worked with premium real estate agents such 
as Knight Frank and Hamptons International, linking our videos to their websites and to 
the major internet property portals such as Rightmove and Zoopla.


We can also provide a version for display on video screens in sales offices which will 
help to create an additional talking point and attract maximum attention.


Videos created by MCS are hosted on our professional video servers via 
individually dedicated internet pages. Clips can also be shared via our 
social media channels.

 
Our servers will automatically detect the viewers device type, browser and 
internet connection speed and deliver the optimal video format and size 
regardless of whether the viewer is watching on a desktop PC, Mac, tablet 
or smartphone.


Our videos are all available in full HD as standard with 4K available for 
specialist applications.

We can monitor the effectiveness of 
video distribution through information 
collected from our servers. This 
information shows us how many 
people have watched the video and 
which countries and areas they were 
located in.


This can be useful to build up a picture of the level of interest over time and help 
to guide us for any changes that may be needed.

We provided a horse and rider specifically 
for our video marketing of this extensive 
equestrian property
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SINGLE PROPERTY WEBSITES 
Everything you need to know...............at your fingertips


Imagine a complete website dedicated to showcasing a single property. This provides a much more personal 
experience than viewing property details via Rightmove etc and potential buyers can scroll through at their 
leisure and easily access any of the selected elements:


Descriptions and features

Zoomable location map

Expandable photo gallery

Downloadable floor plans

Drone or ground based video 

3D walkthrough
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Often overlooked by sales agents, floor plans are a very 
useful source of information for prospective buyers and 
provide a clear visualisation of the layout of a property


Our plans are 
always colour 
coded to easily 
distinguish 
between living 
rooms, bedrooms, 
bathrooms etc


Room sizes are shown in both metres 
and feet, plus an overall size for each 
floor and for the property as a whole. 


This allows for easy comparison with the 
sizes of other properties


FLOOR PLANS 
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PRINTED BROCHURES 

Digital marketing is important and has the furthest reach, however there is no 
substitute for an informative high quality printed brochure that a potential 
buyer can take away with them after a viewing,


Our brochures are typically 16 full colour pages and will include:


Room by room description of the property

Selection of photographs, including some full page

Overview and interesting facts about the surrounding village, town, or city area

Land area map (if applicable) 

Floor plans

Energy performance graph
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3D WALKTHROUGHS 
The closest you can get to being there.........without actually being there


This technology is ideal for creating the best possible property viewing experience 
before actually setting foot inside. Picture a 3D virtual representation of your living 
room, one you can fly over in a top-down view and even move through with the 
fluidity of a first-person video game.

MCS use Matterport latest technology cameras which combine 3D mesh with HDR 
panoramic imagery to produce high-quality immersive 3D models. The camera captures the 
colours and contours of a space—calculating dimensions and spatial relationships between 
objects, resulting in a comprehensive 3D scan of the property which we use to create a 
virtual walkthrough.

The 3D model allows the viewer to immerse themselves 
in the property, taking as much time as they need to 
‘walk’ each room, exploring all aspects and even looking 
out of the window to see the grounds. 


There are obvious benefits here for overseas viewers or 
those with limited time to visit multiple properties so this 
can be an invaluable tool in making the decision to view, 
purchase, or rent a property.
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COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGERY 
Virtually indistinguishable from the real thing


Primarily for architects and developers, CGI brings a project to life whilst still in the design stage.

MCS can provide specialists who will work from CAD drawings to create a basic 3D image, to which we add 
an array of detail to capture every imagined range of paint colours, textures, lighting, shadows, 
planting........the list is endless.


For advance advertising via print, hoardings and websites this is invaluable in creating a vision of how the 
finished development will look.


For those looking to offer the ultimate end user experience we can even create a virtual walk through video or 
drone camera flypast.
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SPECIALIST APPLICATIONS 

The unique skills of our video team and the versatility of the latest equipment that we use can easily be applied to a range of subjects. Although we are regularly involved 
with property marketing we have also used our drones to create stunning video footage of classic cars, extreme sports, and luxury boats, often flying at 50mph just a few 
feet above the ground or the waves before soaring up to take dramatic overhead shots.......... 

Shown to the left is a still from our drone video footage of a Fairline 
Phantom 50 motor yacht travelling at 30 knots off the coast of Mallorca. 

For this shoot the drone had to take off and land from the boat deck which 
in itself was a precision operation.


The pilot was then required to keep the drone flying straight and level in 
strong winds just ahead of the boat in order to get the shot that we wanted.


Below are two examples of detail and aerial stills taken from our video 
produced for Pearl Motor Yachts and Baxter Marine.

Drone footage shot in 4K enables us to take high resolution still 
photographs from our videos. These can then be used within websites or 
for printed media.
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If you would like to talk to us about how we may be able to help with your property marketing and sale, please feel free to give us a call or send us an e-mail. 


Our contact details are shown above.

Est. 2007

CONTACT 

Thank you for taking the time to read our brochure


01789 722 500

info@mcs.properties

www.mcs.properties
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